STORIES FROM THE FRONTLINES
THE BATTLE AGAINST ABORTION
BY JUDY MADSEN JOHNSON + FOREWORD BY WARREN FOX

“God bless Judy Madsen Johnson for writing Stories From the Front Lines. In this book Judy highlights the effort of those dedicated to protecting the most valuable resource in our society – the unborn.” Dr. Robert Jeffress

“Judy Madsen Johnson has given historians a gift that will also prod readers – especially Christians – to discover ways to confront modern-day evils like abortion.” Wendy Wright, VP for Government Relations and communications, C-FAM, NY

What is the worth of a life conceived during a date rape by eight men? What led a U.C.L.A. student to pose as a prostitute at the Planned Parenthood near her campus? Why did the first abortionist in Mississippi consider suicide? What was the result when one Nevada policeman disobeyed his superior’s order and sat down with rescuers on the steps of the abortion clinic?

Learn the answers as each chapter highlights one of these brave, risk-taking men and women, people with hearts changed by Christ, laying down their lives for the pre-born babies, recounting victories and setbacks, showing uncommon bravery and innovation. Many of their names are familiar; most of their stories have not been told before.

No other book on the subject tells the stories of dozens of men, women, children and ministries involved in pro-life. This book is in a category of its own.

Stories From the Front Lines, The Battle Against Abortion will convict, inspire, and motivate those who want to join the battle, but who have felt uninformed, ill-equipped, or inadequate. Practical, direct assistance is now available.

“The question is: ‘What will it cost me to disobey Jesus Christ’s command to love my neighbor as myself?’” Cal Zastrow

Judy Madsen Johnson is available for personal appearances, television or radio interviews. She has credentials from her own background of pro-life advocacy with both a national (a U.S. Supreme Court Case) and international platform (NGO at U.N. Conferences). View the book and its endorsements on amazon.com.

E-book extras: Link to Author’s website, 38+ entry pro-life directory with web links, photo gallery of contributors.
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Contact info/web addresses of the pro-life organizations represented, following each chapter

As a single mother of three, and then later an adoptive mother of two Mexican orphans, pro-life activist, sidewalk counselor, and founder of The True Majority/Women Speaking for Women, author Judy Madsen Johnson’s passion for helping the smallest members of society and their parents compelled her to record stories that will both inspire and amaze you.